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Compilation of topics on free will, unlimited will and more - get
positive!
Below is a compilation of writings on the topics of free will, primal will, unlimited will, teshuva and
more. By interlacing them together, this compilation can be a guide to help a person recognize
negative experience as clinging with emotion to something that contains within it a thought that is not
a Torah based concept- for if it is a true Torah-based concept, it brings a person to a place of
restoration and peace. There is great power within a person, and hopefully the material below will
assist a person in positivity and loving service of Gd.
Ramchal: Chapter 2: Man [should] exercise caution in his actions…to deliberate and …determine
whether or not they are good, so as not to abandon his soul to the danger of destruction…This is
demanded by one’s intelligence. For considering the fact that a man possesses the knowledge and the
reasoning ability to save himself and to fell from the destruction of his soul, is it conceivable that he
would willingly blind himself to his own salvation? There is certainly no degradation and foolishness
worse than this….For there is no difference between natural blindness and self-inflicted blindness, the
shutting of one’s eyes as an act of will and desire. P. 29 The evil inclination,….is a warrior and well
versed in deception. One cannot escape it without great wisdom and a broad outlook…Clearly even if
one superintends himself, it is not within his power to save himself without the help of HKB. For the
evil inclination is extremely tenacious…If a man looks to himself, HKB helps him, and he is saved from
the evil inclination. But if he gives no heed to himself, HKB will certainly not superintend him; for if he
does not pity himself, who should pity him? “If I am not for myself, who will be for me?” p 31-33.
Rav Dessler Discourse on Free Will p. 50: “What causes the person to adopt the fallacious argument
(“one cigarette can’t hurt”) and ignore the correct one (“one will lead to another”) which he knows as
well as anyone else to be correct?”…There must be something else, other than the two contending wills,
that determines his choice. This something else is none other than the person himself. He is the one
who is capable of deflecting his mind from the truth, even thought that truth is perfectly clear to him.
He is the one who decides to adopt the fallacious argument in order to cover up his deviation from the
truth. What induces him to do this? Not the competing wills, but the freely choosing person
himself…Behira depends on the person alone. There is no outside cause involved the primary cause is
the person himself. This is well known to anyone who has even once exercised his behira and
conquered his evil inclination,. ?Such a person feels with the utmost clarity that he has relinquished
illusion and opted for the truth.”…to those who deny the reality of free will we therefore say “Your
philosophy is merely a reflection of your own heart. You deny free will because you are in fact unfree,
you have enslaved yourselves to the evil within you.” “The essence of good behira is to recognize the
unique and indivisible nature of truth; and this in effect is to recognize the Creator. The essence of a
bad behira is to accept falsehood as reality, and this in effect is to deny the oneness of Gd and to accept
the falsehood of a duality of powers in the universe…the yetzer hara is like an alien Gd in the human
heart. P 52
Rabbi Shapira: Appendix C Actualizing Human Free Will A taste of the power of free will:
Rabbi Nivin – your thoughts are not the real you. When a person is fully present then nothing will
disturb his calm
Rabbi Shapira – thoughts are just migrant squatters passing through…there is a constant turnover
depending on the day and what’s going on in the person’s world. But where are you? Where is your
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real self? Because when a person is fully present and at home at his deepest being, then neither will
joy intoxicate his consciousness nor will distress disturb his calm.
Rabbi Nivin – to create this inner sanctum of calmness one needs spiritual energy
Rabbi Shapira – To create this inner sanctum and make it the control center for one’s inner world, not
to be a victim to external circumstances that trigger thoughts through the mind’s open door, one must
become infused by and inspired with a divine source of spiritual energy.
Rav Dessler: p. 32 Truth meets falsehood – behira takes place at that point where the truth as the
person sees it confronts the illusion produced in him by the power of falsehood. Free will is exercised
and a valid behira made only on the borderline between the forces of good and the forces of evil within
that person.
Rabbi Shapira – there is one cosmic substance and many forms and qualities that it can take…the form
has the power to draw energy from that common ground of existence and express it in its unique form.
Rabbi Nivin – we live in a world of form that is a mask for the cosmic energy that is the reality of life.
There is one unified energy. There is energy in the world that sustains us.
Human free will is limitless and includes unlimited power
Rabbi Nivin – since one of the characteristics of the human form is unlimited free choice, human energy
must then also be limitless….consciousness itself is only bound by his free will
Rabbi Shapira – Free choice takes place in consciousness and will, so into them one can draw added
energy. “Somewhere there is the Infinite Source…the root of all that is holy and pure…greater than
Creation a light of absolute truth…the Source of true life beyond limitation…why am I so distant from
this Source?
Rabbi Nivin – this will arouse a tremendous passion that will energize your entire body
Rabbi Shapira – a passion for the holy will be aroused at the core of your being, a passion that will
energize your entire body. And because the human form can draw to itself unlimited power with its will,
it can draw from this Infinite Source…when such intense spiritual energy enters the human system, the
body becomes shaken and numb – the ego shell is shattered and the person is transformed into
someone else. He experiences things that he could not before and yearns for things he did not until
then. He may even then attain divine inspiration….The quintessence of the human form, that which
defines him as different from all other creatures, is his ability to draw energy at will. As long as one has
not actualized his form, he cannot really be called a human being – he has yet to enter his inner
sanctum and take control of his inner world…..re Adom: Rather than drawing spiritual energy to myself
to strengthen my control of my life, I have remained a doormat to the outside world and have remained
hidden from myself.
Rav Dessler p. 54-55 Behira comes into play only when one is tempted to go against the truth as one
sees it, and the forces on either side are more or less equally balanced….every human being possesses
the power of perceiving the truth available to him at his particular level, clinging to it, and refusing to
be deflected from it by the seductive illusions of falsehood.
Slonimer: Some people have been blessed with a refined nature; they remain far from anger and are
not driven from the world by jealousy. Lust, and arrogance. …some people are completely engulfed in
negative qualities; they are filled with lusts and overwhelmed by them…when such a person
experiences clarity of mind he realized that his whole purpose in life is to exert himself unceasingly to
uproot his negative qualities….when a person transgresses or experiences some spiritual failing he
needs to realize that his task,…is to resist resigning himself to the circumstances. His mission..is
precisely to draw himself free from whatever pit of destruction or depths of filth he fell into. This is his
specific service in this moment.
Beresheis 4:5-8
But to Cain and to his offering He did not turn. This annoyed Cain exceedingly, and his countenance
fell. And Hashem said to Cain, “Why are you annoyed, and why has your countenance fallen? Surely if
you improve yourself you will be forgiven. But if you doo not improve yourself, sin rests at the door. Its
desire is toward you, yet you can conquer it. Cain spoke with his brother Abel. And it happened when
they were in the field, that Cain rose up against his brother Abel and killed him.
Rav Wolbe: “don’t ever say Gd is not giving me siata dhmaya because that shows you don’t really want
it. …He calls a complaint on help from Gd and says there is none, he makes the creator the guilty one
that He (Hashem) is the one holding back as if he (the person) from his point of view did everything
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that is incumbent on him. This is a sign that he did not use that power that he alone brings to the
execution of a good deed. That is will. Lack of success testifies always on a weakening of will , of a lack
of use of will (see Rabbi Shapira?)
Rav Dessler: p. 56 There are no outside factors which can affect the act of behira itself. Here the
human being himself reigns supreme.
Ramchal Chapter 1 …”for if he is pulled after the world and is drawn further from his Creator, he is
damaged, and he damages the world with him. And if he rules over himself and unites himself with his
creator, and uses the world only to aid him in the service of is creator, he is uplifted and the world itself
is uplifted with him.” P. 21
Rav Moshe Weinberger commenting on Rav Kook in Song of Teshuva, p. 47: on intellectual teshuva:
It is in that world that a person exercises his free will on the highest level, forcing himself to use his
mind despite the urgings of his body and his environment. By doing so, he demonstrates that he as
regained control of his life.
Chazon Ish: Emuna and bitachon, the fight for primal will and purity has to be total It can’t be half
way. ..in the root is just one good mida and one bad mida. The bad mida is letting the natural life go in
their natural way (free flow without boundaries)..the good mida is a total commitment to choose the
ethical way over the desiring emotions. It is not possible that this decision can be halfway.
Rav Dessler p. 57: All is from Heaven except the fear of heaven…the only thing in man’s hands is the
fear of Heaven which is the sense of responsibility to the truth which he can either adopt or reject as he
wills. The fear of Hashem –whether the fear of material consequences or fear and awe on higher levels
– is essential to prevent one being deflected from the truth. This is the essence of behira.
Rav Wolbe – you should fear and be scared lest there is a little root and desire to come to tumah.
Ramchal Mesillas Yesharim Chapter 24 and 25 concerning the fear of sin:
p.311: Fear of Divine Majesty, of which fear of sin is a part…consists in one’s withdrawing himself and
abstaining from sin because of the great honor of the Blessed One. For how can a lowly despicable
heart of flesh and blood permit and abide the doing of what is opposed to the will of the Creator of
blessed and exalted Name? This type of fear is not very easily attained, for it is born only of the
knowledge and intelligence which go into reflection uon the majesty of the Blessed One and the
lowliness of man. It is born only of the activities of the understanding, insightful mind….One who
experiences it will feel shame and will tremble in standing before his Master to pray or in performing an
act of Divine service….”To fear this honored, Awesome Name, the Lord, your Gd (Deut 28:58)
p.313: The fear of sin which we are here concerned with is, in one respect, part of the fear of Divine
Majesty mentioned above, and, in another, a distinct entity. It consists in a person’s constantly fearing
and worrying that some trace of sin might have intruded itself into his actions or that they contain
something, small or great, which is inconsonant ith the grandeur of the Blessed One’s honr and with
the majesty of His Name. Here we see the strong relationship between fear of sin and fear of Divine
Majesty –their common concern being that one do nothing in opposition to the great Mejesty of the
Blessed one. There is a distinction between them, however, which sets the fear of sin apart and gives it
its distinct name: The fear of Divine Majesty obtains only during the performance of a deed, during
Divine service, or upon the materialization of an opportunity for transgression….
p. 315 The fear of sin, however obtains at all periods and times. At every moment one must be afraid of
going astray and doing something or part of a thing in opposition to the honor of the Blessed One’s
Name. Hence the expression fear of sin, the essence of the fear being that sin not enter into and
involve itself in one’s actions, whether through an intentional act, weakness, oversight or any other
means…Happy is the man who fears always (Proverbs 28:14)…Even when one does not see a stumbling
block before him, his heart ust tremble within him for fear that he is threatened by one hidden at his
feet…”And so that His fear be upon your faced, that you not sin” (Exodus 20:17) This is the central
element in fear – that a person constantly fear and tremble until the fear can no longer depart from
him.
p.317: In relation to the present, a person should always fear and worry that there may be present in
what he is doing, or that there might enter into what he is going to do, that which is not in accordance
with the honor of the Blessed One, as mentioned above.
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p. 319: …it is characteristic of Saints to worry even in relation to the mitzvoth that they have done,
fearing that some trace of impurity might have intruded itself into them (Gd forbid)….”Do no fear” is
said only to one who fears Heaven in truth.” This is the true fear about which it was said (Berachot
33b) “The Holy One Blessed be He has in His world only a treasure of fear of Heaven.” Only Moses
because of his intimacy with the Blessed One could attain it easily. Others, unquestionably, are greatly
deterred by the earthy element within them. However, it befits every Saint to exert himself to attain
as much of this fear as he can, as Scripture states (Psalms 34:10), “Let His holy ones fear Gd.”
p.323 The manner of acquiring this fear is to reflect upon two truths. The first is that the Divine
Presence is found everywhere and the Belssed One looks to all things, great and small, nothing being
hidden from His eyes, whether by its magnitude or by its smallness…”Know what is above yo: a seeing
eye, a listening ear and a book in which all of yourdeeds are inscribed. (Avoth 2.1)…all actions leave an
impression. And they are all inscribed in a book, whether they be in one’s favor or against im. This
understanding, however, imprints itself in a person’s mind only through constant reflection and deep
analysis, for since it is removed from our sense, our intelligence will formulate it only after much
thought and consideration. And even after the idea has been assimilated, it may be easily lost if it is
not constantly reflected upon [VERBAL INSTROSPECTION, Hisbodidus]…..and the only manner in which
one may learn to fear is through constant, uninterrupted study of the Torah and its ways, through
constantly (when sitting, walking, retiring and arising) reflecting upon and analyzing, until it implants
itself in his mind, the truth of the existence of Gd’s Presence in all places, and of our literally standing
before Him at all periods and times. He will then fear Gd in truth.
Rabbi Moshe Weinberger – p. 48 With his every moment of self-restraint, of giving up what his body
urges upon him and instead doing the will of Hashem, he is joining together with Yitzchak Avinu, who
allowed himself to be bound to the altar in order to serve Hashem.
Rav Dessler: p. 60 There is no greater sin than wasting one’s opportunities. Not exercising behira is
the greatest sin of wasted opportunity, because the purpose of man’s creation is to exercise free will
Pisgomey: …it is simple to say that everyone can fulfill the Torah because he who comes to be purified
Gd will help him. And in order to get this you need to request and pray to Hashem and to scream, Gd I
don’t want to be an idiot I don’t want to be evil, even one moment before you!.
Parshas Beshalack Pisgomey Oraysah –Chasam Sofer: Parshas Eikev page 38 – even though it says
Everything is in the hands of heaven except fear of heaven, nevertheless fear of Gd is in reality
dependent on Hashem. And when it says everything is in the hands of heaven except fear of heaven it
means it is up to man to choose the right direction to go in; whether it is in the way of fear of heaven
or Gd forbid the opposite. Nevertheless in order to merit truly to fear of heaven, after having chosen
the way of fear, for this, he needs divine assistance. (end of chasam sofer)…therefore that which
remains to us is only the very small part of the initial act of choosing….if our intention is sincere and we
request with tears and supplication from Hashem that it is our will to go on the good and desirable
path, then certainly the rabbinic statement will be fulfilled (makos 10b). In the way that a man wants
to go, in that way they will lead him. ,,,the angels that were created from that will and thought that are
in him (Maharsha)….when we humble our hearts before Hashem, not to want anything in opposition to
His will to request and to pray with understanding, with an outpouring of the soul and breaking of the
heart…a broken and contrite heart Gd will not despise.
…the duty of man in the world is continual exertion without ceasing. Behold there are times a man
thinks to himself “how can I be a righteous servant of Hashem and a pious one? How many times have I
already tried? So many times I tried to do the will of Gd and I did not succeed: …and this is what
Hashem wants…
Rav Dessler p. 62 It is only an error on [the part of a person] to think that he had been free, because
what kind of freedom is there to choose between truth and falsehood? Truth is reality and falsehood is
nothing; it is surely no valid choice but simple error to consider nothing as something….We do not wish
to remain in that confused state in which truth and falsehood seem equally valid alternatives. “
Rav Dessler p. 62 there is still a higher level…to recognize the falsehood and unreality of evil with such
intensity that all desire for evil dies and the person loves only good with all his heart…one cannot speak
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of compulsion to do something that one loves. This is the level which our /rabbis called those who act
out of love. At this point the human being becomes truly free, finding no resistance within him to the
good which he loves…the man whose sole interest is in Torah and whose sole love is for Torah. This
man of the spirit is the truly liberated man.
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